This paper describes the status and technical progress of the INCITS W1.1 Text and Line Quality ad hoc team. The team has defined the scope of the work and developed several perceptual sub-attributes which comprise the Text Quality and Line Quality attributes, together with preliminary drafts of test patterns suitable for their quantification. Data is provided on initial attempts at quantifying some Text Quality sub-attributes.
INTRODUCTION
INCITS W1 is the U.S. representative of ISO/IEC JTC1/SC28, the standardization committee for office equipment. In September 2000, INCITS W1 was chartered to develop an appearance-based image quality standard.
(1), (2) The resulting W1.1 project is based on a proposal (3) that perceived image quality could be described by a small set of broadbased attributes. There are currently five ad hoc W1.1 teams, each working on one or more of these image quality attributes. This paper summarizes the work of the W1.1 Text and Line Quality ad hoc team, and is an update from the previous paper (4) presented at PICS 2003.
SCOPE
The W1.1 image quality standards are applicable to gray-level and full-color printing systems. They are intended to be both appearance-based and printing technology-independent. "Appearance-based" means that the evaluation is done by, or simulates, normal visual inspection without magnification, and any physical measurements need to be scaled to match human perception. "Printing technology-independent" means that the evaluation is applicable to the output of any of the major printing technologies, as diverse as, for example, electrophotography, thermal inkjet, and silverhalide. These standards address the performance of the entire printing system, not just the print engine. There is little change to report on Line Quality. Details given in reference (4) are still current.
TEXT QUALITY

Sub-attributes of Text Quality
The Text Quality Attribute consists of three sub-attributes, analogous to those for Line Quality:
4.1.1. Character Fidelity: This refers to the visible faithfulness of the characters to the intended shape, including edge sharpness and smoothness, and freedom from plugging, voids, breaks, and erosion of serifs and corners. Examples of some Character Fidelity issues are illustrated in Fig. 1 . In this figure and all other figures, magnified images are shown for illustration only. As previously mentioned, all evaluation is done by, or simulates, normal visual inspection without magnification. Also, distortion of intended characteristics may have occurred on printing.
Text Contrast:
This refers to the perceived density or contrast to background, and to appropriate contrast between normal, bold and italic text. Regarding contrast to background, there are two issues to be optimized: stroke weight, i.e., characters are not too light or too dark; and stroke weight progression, i.e., stroke weight varies smoothly as a function of text size. For large text sizes "weight" and "width" are identical; for small text sizes "weight" can be considered to be "perceived width". Examples of stroke weight issues are illustrated in Fig. 2 
Text Quality Measurement Techniques
We have begun to address measurement techniques for Text Quality. We originally felt that instrumental measurement of Text Quality would be virtually impossible, but it seems that some aspects of Text Quality may be amenable to instrumental measurement. Visual measurement techniques, with an emphasis on quantification, will still be necessary for other sub-attributes.
Text Contrast seems the sub-attribute most amenable to physical measurement. Some potential candidate metrics for Text Contrast are shown here, as examples only. Examples shown here are based on a small set of print samples used in our study, which may not represent the complexity of all possible print samples. There were 10 samples in this set, labeled sample A through sample J.
We define the "normal stroke weight ratio" to be the ratio of the stroke weight (or width in this case) of the normal font, to the "ideal" stroke weight. Stroke weight ratios of all 10 samples are shown in Fig. 3 . This figure provides a quantitative measure of the stroke weight issues illustrated in Fig. 2 . For example, sample D, which is seen to be too heavy in Fig. 2 , has a normal stroke weight ratio of 1.28.
Stroke weight should progress smoothly as point size increases. Fig. 4 shows that sample B has a very smooth stroke weight progression, while sample C has stroke weights that are highly quantized and therefore undesirable.
The normal stroke weights and stroke weight ratios corresponding to Fig. 3 are listed in Table 1 . Ratios range all the way from 0.87 (too light) to 1.28 (too heavy).
Bold/Normal and Italic/Normal stroke weight ratios are listed in Table 2 . These ratios are all quite close to the target values. 
Text Quality Digital Test Patterns:
Draft digital test patterns have been proposed. Currently, the test patterns have the following content. Emphasis is on 100% black text.
• Serif and Sans Serif fonts
• A range of text sizes, from 4pt to 12pt
• Normal, bold and italic text (no bold italic)
• A subset of characters in both Windows Latin 1 and Adobe standard 228
• Custom fonts will also include a representative sample of CJK (Chinese/Japanese/Korean) and Arabic characters • The test pattern will include color text, which has not been drafted yet
The Text Quality of a printing system is affected not only by the print engine but also by the font data and the font renderer (or rasterizer). The proposed digital test patterns will allow testing of host-based printers with both the host fonts and custom fonts. Printers with an embedded emulation (such as PostScript or PCL) can, in addition, be tested with the printer resident fonts. The test modes proposed are listed in Table 3 , and the fonts to be included are listed in Table 4 . 
SUMMARY
